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DISCLAIMER

The comments, articles, stories , letters and information contained in this
magazine are the personal opinions of
the writers and are not and are not to
be construed to be official policy or
commentaryof the Malibu-Mirage Owners and Pilots Association.

-

-

Nelther the Assoclatlon nor Its dlrectors, officersnorthe publlshergiveany
official sanction t o any articles, stories, letters or Information contained
herein.
THE PILOT IN COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER
OPERATION OF HISIHER AIRCRAFT
AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE PILOT IN COMMAND TO OPERA T E M A T AIRCRAFTIN COMPLIANCE
WITH THAT AIRCRAFT'S mars OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.
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Next year's meeting will be held in
Austin, Texas about the same time
of the year. Dick Perschau is program chairman and the hotel and
itinerary have already been planned.
Some new thoughts to include in
next year's meeting include: ground
schools, round table discussions,
pinch hittercourses, more free time,
less dinners, etc. There were many
ideas recommended and these are
being evaluated.
The board met at Santa Fe and several actions were taken.

Sy Weiner
President and Board Member

The meeting at Santa Fe was a resounding success despite some trepidation because of the high cost of
the meeting and scheduling conflicts.
The quality of the presentations overall was excellent. Jim Griswold, as
the keynote speaker, presented a
wonderful story as to the development of the Malibu project.
The travel itinerary ofLarry Lee and
the racing records by Larry Grant
were delightful and informative. I
think the highlight of the meeting
was the NTSB report. I only wish
we had more time.

I would like to thank the chairs of the
different sessions, the participants,
and the organizers for a job well
done and which will be difficult to
surpass. Incidentally, the auction
was a resounding success netting us
about $3800.
The president's breakfast meeting
was well received and many interestingideas came out ofthis session.
These ideas will act as the template
for next years society activities.
Fortunately, the session was taped
and I have it to review over and over
again.

1. Dick Perschau and David Coats
have been elected to the Board and
this effectively extends our Board to
eight members as of this writing.

2. A governmental relations committee has been established and we
are just about ready to name the
chairman.

process and we are fine tuning these
as we go along.
In this quarter's issue you will find
some interesting articles and very
interesting letters. The accident
record for the Malibu improves and
the value of our aircraft will come
back, there is no doubt about it.
Although, Jim Griswold believes he
has built the best flying machine and
there is little room for improvement,
I personally do not agree with this.
There will be STCs for new engines,
new flap systems, new windshields,
etc. We the members must show the
manufacturers our interest. The
spoilers are a case in point. Liquid
cooled engines will become a reality if we, the owners show our commitment to the STC both financially
and interest wise.

Piper seems to have taken one step
forward in recommiting itself to the
3. The magazine will continue to be MalibuIMirage. It is about time that
the owners work closely with Piper
distributed on a quarterly basis.
in any new or potentially new devel4. The trip program will be on an opments. We should be like the
individual basis and will not have Malibu coalition and Piper should
the official sanction of the board as let us in on the planning stages of
any new developments for our maof this time
chines.
5 , The ranks of the society will be
culled for individuals with account- It would be highly beneficial to both
ing experience and have them serve our needs. After all, we are supportas volunteer accountants. Now that ive of Piper and want to see them
the society is 2 years old and there is thrive and appreciate the effort they
some capital available a more re- expended on the recertification of
sponsive accounting ofexpenses and the PA-46.
revenue will achieved.
It looks like a good year. Please
6. T h e board voted against keep the articles coming and share
any adverse situations or problems
regionalization at this time.
with your fellow members.
7. Liaisons with other societies have
Thanks for your support and confibeen named.
dence in the leadership of the orgaWe are constantly trying to define nization.
member benefits such as the service
clinic, preferential rates from providers, video tapes of the sessions,
new courses, etc. This is an ongoing
Winter 1992 Page 4
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h i s is the fifth in a series of articles
tbout maintenance of Malibu series air:raft. In the last article I discussed the
3ar-Kenyon hydraulic system which
was installed in Malibus, serial num)ers 46-8408001 through 4608007. I
would now like to discuss the Parkerlannifin system, installed in all Mi.ages and the later Malibus, (serial
lumbers 4608008 and up). The only
mportantdifferencebetween theMalibu
md Mirage hydraulic systems is the
way in which the nose gear door sepence valve is mounted.

Kevin Mead
Director o f Maintenance f o r
SkyTech, Inc. in Baltimore, one of
the largest Piper Service Centers i n
theU.S.,which specializesinMalibu
maintenance.
Kevin is a graduate of the Spartan
School of Aeronautics and holds an
FAA Airframe and Powerplant license withInspection Authorization
(IA). H e is also a licensed Private
Pilot.

The format will be the same as in the
xevious articles. I will provide a list of
:ommon symptoms which will be fol.owed by a list of their possible causes.
Lastly, I will list a few measures that
:an be taken to help eliminate or minimize the occurrence of these problems.

SYMPTOMS

cold weather. Most importantly, the
hydraulic warning light does illuminate.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1) Shuttle valve inside hydraulic pump
is sticking.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1) This condition cannot be prevented.
If these problems do occur, Piper Aircraft should be notified to arrange for
repairs of the pump.

SYMPTOMS
1) Gear warning light will not go out
after gear retraction is complete.

POSSIBLE CAUSES

1) When selected, the gear will not go
up or will not go down. This is usually
more pronounced in cold weather. Most
importantly, the hydraulicwarning light
does not illuminate.

1) The nose gear up switch is normally
the culprit, however the main gear up
switches can also cause this problem.
2) (Malibu only) Nose gear door sequence valve adjustment bolt is missing, preventing thenosegear doors from
closing.

POSSIBLE CAUSES

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

1) Up or down pressure switches are 1) Check security of adjustment bolt
defective. If the gear does not go up, the every annual.
culprit is the "up" pressure switch; if the
gear does not go down, it is the "down" SYMPTOMS
switch.
2) Gear safety (squat) switch is defec- 1) (Mirage only) During cold weather
tive or not making contact with actuator nose gear will not extend but main gear
tab. This problem is only associated will. This normally occurs after leaving
with gear retraction difficulties.
high altitudes.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

POSSIBLE CAUSES

1) This condition cannot be prevented.
It has been rumored that the pressure
switches have been improved in recent
years.

1) Moisture freezing inside the hydraulic system.

2) Check adjustment of safety switch
during annual inspection or any time
work is done to the left main gear scissors.

1) At this time, there is no known
preventive measure. However, improvement efforts are currently under
way.

SYMPTOMS

SYMPTOMS

1) Gear will not move for some period
of time after gear up has been selected.
This condition is most common during

1) When selected, landing gear will not
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extend completely. Pump cycles
rapidly. Gear pumpcircuit breaker
may trip. Gear will extend completely with emergency freefall.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1) Blockage in one of the two
restrictor fittings.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1) Ensure that no parts or seal
material enter the hydraulic pump
during pressure switch replacement.

SYMPTOMS
1) Hydraulic pump runs continuously with the gear down. Hydraulic lightilluminatesandeventually pump circuit breaker trips.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1) Down pressure switch has
failed.
2) Hydraulic pump relay has
failed.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

MalibuIMirage Maintenance Tips
Alternate Air Door Maintenance and Rigging
While inspecting aircraft at the recent convention in Santa Fe, I was
alarmed by the number of problems I found with altemate air door
systems. These problems were generally attributable to inadequate
maintenance. Undoubtedly some of the inadequacies were due to poor
maintenance habits. However, I believe that most were due to lack of
familiarity with, or the tendency to underestimate, the importance of this
system. Possible results of inadequate maintenance include: damage to
the engine and its components; loss of engine performance; inability to
actuate the alternate air system during flight in icing conditions. (See
Piper AD note #87-04-01 and the MalibuIMirage Maintenance Manual).
In light of the above, I recommend you see that these tips are followed at
your next inspection:
1)The control should be adjusted to stop the linkage at .012" (+ .060 .000")above center. This is commonly ignored but extremely important.

2) Both the upper and lower valve plates should make complete contact
with the seat areas inside the airbox when the conuol lever is placed in
either the primary or altemate position.

3) The cable swivel should be placedon the inside of the linkage and have
the ability to move freely.
4) The LH inlet tube hose clamp and cable housing should not make
contact with the linkage.

1) This condition cannot be prevented.

5) All play should be removed from the hinge bolts and both LH & RH
valve bearing blocks as excessive play can make proper rigging impossible.

ADDITIONAL
MAINTENANCE TIPS:

The following drawing may be helpful when implementing the above
suggestions:

1) Check nose and main gear
retract cylinder hoses for signs of
fluid leakage. Due to higher surrounding temperatures, the nose
gear hoses are more susceptible to
leakage.
2) Check the security of the nose
gear actuator attach bolts (front
and rear) every 100 hours.
3) Due to the fact that the pressure
switches are not always widely
available, it is advisable that you
keep a spare in the aircraft.

Due to the simplicityof theparkerHannifin system, most problems
are easy to troubleshoot. Also, I
am happy to report that parts have
become much more readily attainable.
Next time I will discuss pressurization andenvironmental systems
of both the Malibu and Mirage.
M-MOPA
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Good news for a change

...

added insulation.

According tomthe Aircraft Blue Book Larry's company, an aerospace supplier,
Price Digest , MalibuIMirage prices also has plans on the drawing board to
have held steady ranging from an aver- manufacture replacement plastic parts
age retzil of $215,000 for an '84 model such as visors, vent bezels, ashtrays,
Malibu to $612,000 for a 1992Mirage. etc. for the Malibu. Look for more in
the next issue.
A big surprise was a dramatic increase
of $25,000for the 1989Mirageseries to What's up on the Malibu turbine
project?
an average retail value of $370,000.
Stay tuned. We'll keep you up with the
values of the airplane on an on-going
basis.
More good news ...
President of The Jemar Company
Publishes the MalibumMirageMaga
zine as well as other aviation relate(
and banking publications.

World Records have been set by:
Charles D. Kissner (USA)
Piper PA-46-3 10P
San Jose - New York: 376.85 Km/h

Member of MeMOPA and othe
Michael Alper (USA)
aviation groups including t h ~
Piper Malibu
FCdCration ACronautique Inter
Bedford - Goose Bay: 330 Kmlh
nationale. Member of the Contes
Congratulationsto both of theseMalibu
and Records Board of the Nationa
drivers. Want to set a World Record?
Aeronautic Association.
Call me. We'll get you set up to do so.
Holds CMEL+I ratings with ove
Need some shades?
5,000 hours of flying time, includ
ing about 2,000 hours of jet timi
Larry Lee, MmMOPA member, world
mostly accumulated in the U. S . Ai
air racer and owner of Plastech Corp. in
Force as an instructor pilot flyin, Atlanta, Georgia, is finishing production tooling for a pleated window kit for
the T-37.
the PA-46-310s. Some
of you may have seen
Holds an FA1 sanctioned Worll
the prototype on disRecord in the Aerostar 601P.
play at the Santa Fe
convention.
The window kit, similar to the one on the
Mirages, will replace
the curtain assemblies
on the Malibu 310s.
Larry adds that the
~leatedshade kit will
h e r rear seat Dassengers 30 to5O% less window obstruction, will
shield out damaging
U.V. rays, and the layered pleats will give

------
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Henry Van Kesteren of St. Petersburg,
Florida has bought the prototype of the
Malibu that Piper Aircraft originally
used in the PT-6 development program.
Currently, the program is in a project
status with the airplane in the experimental category and, according to Van,
will stay that way. Should the project
work out, there's the possibility of an
STC on a standard Malibu. However,
that remains to be seen.
Van thinks that the airplane should do
250 knots at 25,000ft. burning 30 to 35
gallons per hour of jet fuel. With a
3,000 fpmclimb, the airplane should be
able to get to altitude very quickly.
In addition, it looks as though another
40 to 50 gallons could be added in some,
as yet undecided, configuration extending the range with the turbine.
The airplane is expected to fly within
thenext90 or sodays and we'll keep you
M.MOpA
up-to-date on its progress.
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In previous issues, we covered the
pre-flight, taxi and associated
checks, climb and other initial
checks. Now let's turn to checks at
altitude.

rheostat brightness up and down
while observing the radios. Our
eyes can detect change easier than a
constant dimly lighted button in a
daylight cockpit.

6. ALTITUDE - The final cruise Next a functional check of all radios
altitude should be anywhere between should be conducted. COMM 1
17,500 and 25,000 ft. msl. Unless should have been checked during
you were having an engine or pres- departure. COMM 2can be checked
surization problem and want to verify during the return to the airport. Now
its operation, I would not go any is a good time to check out the audio
buttons in the Radio Selector Panel,
higher than 17,500 feet. This wa
squelch (Comm's only) and volume
you will not need to speak to ATC!
controls plus frequency transferbutOnce reaching altitude, let the speed tons on each radio.
build up without reducing power.
Take a reading of the actual engine Obviously, you need to know each
RPM with the precision tac and radio works and what is the minimal
record it and the reading from the acceptable erforrnance. We don't
aircraft tac. I have seen as much as have enoug space in this article to
a 50 RPM increase when lettin the describe the test procedure for each
speed build up. Too hi h of a PM system, however don't skip any. If
is not good, too low - t e engine is you do not know how to use a arnot developing full rated power.
ticular piece of equipment, reac/-)the
book and then have someone who is
Now reduce ower to set-up 65% or proficient check you out on that par75% cruise. &nRagethe autopilot in ticular system.
'ALT' and set t e mixture ro erl
-50deg. ~ e a n o f ~ e a k f o r & e ! 1 0 8 Some common avionics squawks
and peak for the 350P aircraft.
that I have seen on test flights include: segments of digits out in ra7. CRUISE - Let the aircraft stabi- dio displays; OM light seems inop,
lize for a minimum of 10 minutes however the translucent blue filter
before recording any final engine becomes clouded with age such that
readings. Now is a good time to light will no longer pass through it
checkout the avionics. Take a close and a simple replacement corrects
look at all the digital displays - are the problem; auto ilot is sluggish in
all the segments working, including making right ban s (overshoots sethe decimal points. You may have lected headings for left turns) - clutch
to tune through a number of fre- friction needs reset on roll servo;
quencies if a particular radio does autopilot is 'erky in pitch mode not have a test position to check all pitch contro friction is too high;
night lighting is inop; customer rethe segments simultaneously.
moved altitude preselect, then enAlso check the auto dimming fea- coding altimeter become inop ture of each radio by placing your found a field installation of the
finger over the photo cell sensor. Preselectwas wiredincorrectly. The
Do all the radio displays have the encoding altimeterground was wired
same brilliance? If a digit segment into and through the preselect unit to
is out in a King Silver Crown radio, final1 get to ground. When the
the entire face usually has to be prese ect was removed, so was the
changed. Small adjustments can be ground, thus the encoding altimeter
made for the display brightness, but stopped working.
only at one end - bright or dim.
Sometimes the fixes are straight forFinally, don't forget about the inter- ward and easy to remedy. Others at
nal night lighting. It seems easier to times are very difficult and
tell if it's working by rotating the intermittents are real losers for ev-

R

R

d

eryone. If a box would just break, it
is eas to fix. An intermittent, well
- it's Jfficult to fix something when
it isn't broke.
Don't for et to do an accuracy check
of the V R's. Remember its up to
the pilot to verify this accuracy.
What is acceptable in fli ht in comparing the two VOR's? emember
course width numbers ...20 deg.+/? How often does this have to be
done to be legal IFR?

d

f?

Now that the aircraft has had a chance
to settle into its cruise numbers, it's
time to record those final figures to
see how the aircraft isdoing. Record
all the engine numbers plus indicated airspeed, outside air temperature (ship s gage) and altitude.
After this is complete, go back over
the various systems one last time.
Don't forget to try locking the induction alr control into the "Secondary" position and then back into
the "Primary" position (don't forget
the AD requires the
position while in-flight 100% o f t e

f

1

i

.
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Continued on Next Page

Andrew Cindric was with Piper
Aircraft Corp.in VeroBeach, FL.
a s Director o f the Aircraft
Completion Center, involved in
avionics/elertrical packages, custom interiors and exteriors.
Prior toPiper,Andy was Avionics
Manager with Atlantic Aviation
Corp., Cheyenne Sales Manager
in Rochester, NY and Cheyenne
Marketing Manager with Piper in
Lakeland, FL. His experience
with Piper goes back to 1972.
Andy has a BS in Electrical Engineering from West Virginia University. Andy is a commercially
licensedpilotwith instrument and
multi-engineratings.He has2700+
total time, 800+ hours in turbopropsand 100 hoursMalibu time.
This is the fifth in a series of articles on Return to Service Test
Flights.
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Test Flight Continued from Previous Page

time). Also, don't forget the alternate instrument static source. A
proximately 50' difference will l!z
displayed on the altimeter when
switching to the "alternate"
tion. Caution, if the autopi ot 1s
coupled in the 'ALT' mode, it will
want to take the airplane*immediately back to the original mdicated
altitude. The same will happen in
the opposite direction when switching back.

P""-

Finally, are you satisfied with everything? Anything else you want
to checkwhile you'reup here? Pressurization been working as advertised? Good ... Let's start down.

8. DESCENT-let the owerwhere
it is and nose the aircra t over. Don't
forget, the AD says we cannot use
the autopilot during any changes in
altitude.

P

As you descend "in smooth air", let
the airspeed build u to 170 KTS any strange noises. Now let the
airspeed come u to the red line
(smooth air only! Does the gear

.p

unsafe annunciator stay out - good!
If it lights, slow the aircraft up until
the light goes out and make a note of
both the on and off airspeeds.

set the pressurization control to an
altitude that comes onds to an altitude that is 5000' A L. We will stop
our descent at that point so we can
perform stalls, do an emergency gear
Please keep in mind that during any extension, extend the flaps to full
high airspeed maneuvering, we can down and finally perform a handsnot make any abrupt control wheel off flight quality check.
movements. This doesn't matter if
it is a Malibu, Cherokee or an The most common squawk at this
Aerostar.
point is the stall warning horn is
mop in the stall (test is ok) or there is
During the descent, you can reduce not enough of a margin between
the MAP 2" at a time. This gives the stall warning and the actual stall.
Both cases normally are corrected
with a calibration of the stall computer. Do the stall sequence with the
verify the pressurization can be
ear down so that we don't have to
maintained to the max differential Rear the gear warning horn at the
ressure of 5.5 psi at approximately same time. Of course, listen for two
4" to 25" of MAP.
distinctly different horns.

8

S

Next set the MAP to correspond to
the lowest engine RPM, then reduce
the pro in 100 rpm increments to
verify e actual rpm with the precision strobe tac versus the alrcraft
gage. Finally, note that the aircraft
continues to run smoothly, that there
are no vibrations.

i

As we are continuing the descent,

The lift detector is a very sensitive
device that can be thrown out of
calibrationby someone bumping the
vane, handling it roughly or even
possibly a person hitting it while
washing the aircraft.
In the final installment, we'll cover
the remaining checks and the
discrepency review.
M-MOPA

A v i a t i o n Training Management parameter associated with the safe
will help you achieve maximum pro- operation of your airplane. Very,
ficiency in your Malibu. Using proven, very thoroughly.
Call us today for details on our
effective techniques. In your own
full lineup of courses includairplane. At your own location.
g Cessna twins and P-210s;
At very affordable rates.
Piper Navajos, Aztecs, Senecas
Each course is tailored to you
nd Malibus; Aerostars; and
individually. Your class size will
be limited to one or two stueechcraft Barons, Dukes
and Bonanzas.
dents. And we'll go over every
(407) 778-781 5

1-
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BY: RICHARD
A. PERSHAU,
MD.

Richard A. Pershau, MD
M-MOPA Board Member
Colonel, USAF Reserve, MC, SFS

Austin, Texas '93
Well, SantaFe was certainly a wonderful gathering of theMalibu drivers, and
a splendid academic program. I went to
the program as your contributing editor
flight surgeon, and returned with two
more hats. One as a new executive
committee member, and another, filled
with trepidation, your program host to
Austin MMOPA 93. Big shoes to fill!
But, I am off and working to make
Austin 93 avery satisfying meeting and
one to enjoy. The dates are set for
Thursday, 30 September arrival and a
Monday, 04 October departure. Extra
events for before and after these dates
are delineated below.

-

The place is Austin, Texas an all
American Awarded City with a tremendous amount of civic and community
pride. Many people are coming to Austin but few are leaving. Located in the
central 'Golden Triangle Hill Country'
of Texas, Austin is a rapidly growing
city of about 500,000 people. Greater
Austin is much larger. We are becoming the Silicon Valley of the East, and

-

the Nashville of the West. Almost ev- I am planning a couple receptions,
ery known high tech firm is locating couple nights free to enjoy, and a Saturhere along with some of our local up- day night cruise on Lake Austin which
starts such as Dell, CompuAdd, is generally beautiful (bring a jacket).
Semitech, and Wesson International. Austin weather at this time can range
Austin is the state capitol, has a large from 40's to 80's, but is usually dry and
military base and retired population, sunny. Activities in Austin forever
and is home tooneof theuniversities of abound. During our meeting time there
Texas. All my kids go to Texas A&M will be the concurrent Pecan Street (the
- theotheruniversity! (Gigum Aggies) famous 6th Street) Festival,
- - I'm sorry for the slight transgression. Fredericksburg Octoberfest, University
of Texas Saturday football game, wine
We will be flying into Austin Mueller tasting of local vintners, and always
Municipal airport which is a fine facil- music galore.
ity. Good weather winds here are generally out of the SE and cold winds are To highlight the program, I am arrangout of the NW - so the mains are conse- ing for a Wednesday arrival for aThursquently 13W13Land31U31R with 171 day 0-dark-30 departure for San Anto35 for in-between days. We will be nio for a day at the Brooks School of
parking at Austin Aero which is consid- Aerospace Medicine hypobaric chamered by approach to be on the 'east side' ber with a spousal (should venturing up
- seems like the north side to me. But, at the'crapof dawn' be considered) drop
this is in reference to the other FBO's off at the San Antonio River Walk and
generallylocatedon the'west side'. They Market (great shopping for Christmas).
will consequently try to side step you I am also arranging for a 'fly out' of
from an ILS to 13RJ31L to the smaller interested Malibu drivers on Monday
parallel 3 1W13L (3999' and narrower). for a overnight in Corpus Christi for
some great after-meeting comradeship
I use this runway all the time, but for the and sea food. I need about ten birds to
unfamiliar, just ask for the big runway set this up.
or 17/35 if north/south if winds m big.
Generally, we have a friendly expert Well, that's where I'm at with the probunch of conmllers here (Austin's a gram Austin 93 at the present. I would
nice place to be) - who will work with like to hear your suggestions for: ideas
Malibus to the best. We are arranging and amendments to the program acawith Austin Aero for gas discounts, a demics and social life; suggestions for
ramp 'Travelshine' appointment avail- speakers - give me names and topics ability (good deal - more details to fol- general comments for improving our
low), and ground and aerial photos done MMOPA meeting; and I would especially like to hear from you all who
professionally.
would attend the extra first day chamWe are staying at the beautiful Stouffer ber ride in San Antonio (I need to know
Hotel in the Arboretum which is a 95 the interest), and I would like to get a
acre development encompassing over feel for the number interested in a 'fly
50 boutiques and shops, restaurants, out' to Corpus Christi on the Monday
movie theaters, walking and jogging departure day for an overnight and seapaths, and 20 minutes fromour landing food.
site. The hotel has all amenities including tennis and is 10 minutes from two Contact me anytime with this information or Aeromed inquiries at:
internationally famous golf courses
the Austin Country Club and Barton
Creek (Legends of Golf annual tourna- Richard A. Perschau
ment). Convention rates will be about 201 West Stassney I Suite 354
$100/night with paper and continental Austin, TX 78745
breakfast included with the wake up Fax 512-280-1474
call. It is a beautiful place for family,
Cheers -M-MOPA
spouses, and friends.

-
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Mirages. And every one of them
uniquely gorgeous.

participate in the future direction of M/
MOPA and your suggestions were terrific. Thanks for attending.

Selecting the Queen of the Fleet for the
Malibu and the Mirage was difficult The technical sessions this year were
since all the aircraft were so meticu- first rate. The meteorological program
lously maintained and different in their by Bill Zinser, former NCAR pilot reown way. The selection, by popular searcher, gave us more respect for
ballot, has becomemore intriguing since weather and more clues as the severity
the aircraft are becoming more custom- of the weather we may encounter in
ized as time goes on. Cary & Fern flight. (Bill also regaled us at dinner
Marmis' new paint and interior attest to
Continued on Next Page
this. Stunning! And Bill Prymak's
plane has trailing edge pin striping now.
Hearty congratulations to the winners,
Mark Swatek of Lake Geneva, WI
(Malibu) and Bill Alberts of West
Mifflin, PA (Mirage), this year's winners. By the way Mark, about the legs?
I'msure there's agood story there. Many,
many thanks to Dave Coats, a Sarasota
winner, for organizing and managing
As you know, the Santa Fe convention the balloting. We're hoping Dave will
was our secondeffort in bringing PA46 continue this project for us in Austin.
owners and operators together to share
education, information andnew friends. For those of you who were not able to
Our second effort surpassed our fust in attend, I'd like to run down a bit of what
Sarasota in many ways. Further, the transpired:
membership drive that accompanied the
convention mailings worked so well!
Once again, the professionals at
SkyTech, Inc. conducted the Service
MIMOPA now boasts a membership of Inspection Clinic of the twenty aircraft
over 220 current members! That's al- that signed up early for this program.
most 50% of the fleet. I remember the Their stem-to-stem abbreviated inspecformative days of the association; we tion of these aircraft was a bonus to the
felt that if we achieved 25 - 30% of the specific owners, but also to all of us, in
fleet, we'd be a viable organization. their reporting what they found in this
Look how far we've come since March, sample. See their article in the maga1991! Many of our newest members zine. And join me in thanking them for
joined MJMOPA based on the strength this heroic task in SantaFe. We will try
of this year's convention program and to expand this program next year to
their recognition that this is a way to accommodate more aircraft.
become better, safer, andmoreinformed
owners andoperators. I know they were Thursday, arrival day, was great since
not disappointed.
so many of you arrivedduring that time.
Registration and refreshments at the
Our total attendance in Santa Fe sur- FBO gave us a chance to say hello and
passed our first convention. We had a visit before taking the bus to the hotel.
total of 200+ people join us, including Thanks Fern for your great sense of
all members, companions and speakers. humor - five more minutes is more fun
Of all those folks, we had 95 actual when you're around. The poolside
members. That's more than last year, Welcome Reception that evening was
with many returning members and a an opportunity to see old friends and
goodly number of new members.
meet new ones. And such a lovely
evening. Thank you, Santa Fe!
But the best part, we had 75 aircraft
parked on the ramp at Capital Aviation Our firstofficial day started with aMematone time! WOW! Such a sight, as far bership Breakfast, hosted by President
as the eye could see - Malibus and Sy Weiner. This was the opportunity to

Second Annual Convention
and Fly-In
a Tremendous Success
A Recap of the Convention
in Santa Fe
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TRAINING
UPDATE
The following facilities offer
initial and/or recurrent training
for the Malibu-Mirage:
Attitudes International, Inc.
Refresher training Mobile school
schedules provided in The
Malibu-Mirage magazine ad.
Call: (813)821-6835
Aviation Training Management
Training on request with Ron
Cox. See ad in this magazine.
Call: (407)778-78 15
F.A.C.T.OR.Y.,INC.
Refresher training on request
with Lester Kyle.
Call: (407)562-5438
Piper Aircraft Corporation
The only option for simulator
training. Initial and Refresher
training.
Call: (407) 567-4361
Professional Instrument
Courses, Inc.
1nitik and Refresher training.
Call: 1-800-435-9437
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with implementing the NTSB recommendations regarding flight training and
type ratings as they affect the PA46.
Here, we had an opportunity to impact
his decision making process regarding
training issues.

with his adventures in flying NCAR
aircraft through volcanoes. His slides
were wonderful.)

Piper Aircraft gave us a notion of what
to expect in the future regarding productlparts support, with a presentation
by Earl Boyter, Vice president of Piper.

After a presentation by the St'orrnscope
manufacturer, we adjourned for lunch Mr. Wright was followed by two memto hear Air Larry Lee tell us about his bers of the NTSB, Dr. Fred Hyman and
family's participation in the recent John Clark. They spoke to us about
around-the-world air race in his PA46. accident investigationsandspecifically,
Great tales! And thank you, Larry for the PA46 accidents to date. It is clear
that we should have them back for next
sharing this with us.
year's program in Austin . Luncheon
Our program continued with a most was most entertaining in hearing about
important presentation about flight level Larry Grant's adventures in Malibu #1
flying and what high altitudes can do to and how we can all go about setting
your body - so important to all of you records in our aircraft. Thanks somuch,
Larry!
who routinely operate in the APC.
The Insurance Panel, chaired by Sandy
Rand, was significant this year with the
participation from the senior vice president of USAIG and a representative of
AAU. You can imagine what a lively
discussion this was. Following this,
LanghorneBond,counselfortheMalibu
Coalition, reported on the impact the
Malibu investigation has hadonowners
and all general aviation pilots. This
impact was industry-wide,we wereglad
to hear what we can do about it.

Our many thanks to Paul Neuda, former
USAF flight instructor and Dick
Perschau, former USAF medical examiner, for this vital information. We
ended the day with a review of correct
autopilot techniques from the manufacturer of the King product we know so
well.
The seminar continued the next day
with apresentation by Robert Wright of
the FAA. As you recall, he is charged

That evening was very special. Jim
Griswold, the designer of our marvelous machines, was on hand to speak to
us and enjoy our true appreciation of his
efforts. If you have not met him, Jim is
a soft spoken "gentle giant". M/MOPA
is pleased and honored that he was able
to join us and receive our heartfelt appreciation for his feat of engineering
that provided us with the aircraft we
love so well.
Again, as you can see, the technical
seminars and social events in Santa Fe
were top drawer, and well worth any
owner's time. There is nowhere else
that you can get this "type-specific"
kind of information except through MI
MOPA!

Part of the great turn-out in Santa Fe
was due to the terrific number of companions who joined us this year. Could
it be that Santa Fe is such a wonderful
site? Or could it be the quality of the

PIK*WESTINSURANCEAGENCY

Continued on Page 24
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A viation Specialist

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE
Be-ng

With the E h t t to Know Our Client's Values d Requirements

-

Specific Policy Research
Client Updating
Insurance Contract Review

To serve our clients with such care and excellence that

SERVING THE
AVlAT1ON
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1979

P.O. Box 3474

Simi Valley. California 93093

(805) 522-3428

(818) 340-3077
.

-

Don M. Crondin
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THISSECTION
IS DEVOTED TO LEITERS,

COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL
INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE M * M O P A WOULD LIKE TO
SHARE. PLEASESEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO HEATHER
BLANCHARD
MALIBU*MIRAGE OWNERS
AND PILOTS
ASSOCIATION 341 ALBION

STREET DENVER,
CO 80220

Quality Time with Your
MalibuJMirage
Bill Prymak
"When was the last time you got on your
back and looked from the ground up into
your nosewheel well?", I recently asked
a few Malibu drivers I know, and the
answers were surprising; from never, to
seldom, to "my mechanic takes care of
those chores".
The greatest 'quality time' one can share
with his MalibuIMirage is to, at least
every ten hours of flight, crawl underneath and poke your nose up and into the
nose well. It's amazing how many
braces, pipes, lines, bellows, hoses, connectors, wires, and pieces of machinery
are all choreographed into an engineering masterpieceof fitting bits and pieces
into places where there is simply no
room for them to be there. It's almost
like an autopsy ... you slice and peel
down the middle and all the guts are
exposed.

FAX: (303) 394-2539

plane at high altitude airports (6000 feet
plus) and without extreme care in lean5. Stickyred goo clinging around hoses? ing, the engine would die while taxiing.
Hydraulic leaks.
After replacing the magneto, perfor6. Paint scorchedoff the engine mounts? mance returned to normal. Cruise airSee item 4.
speeds are as expected by the manual,
and I no longer have to lean the airplane
7. Landing light bulblbracket secure? at Lake Tahoe. It's obvious that the
Lens clean?
magneto was not performing properly
for several months, but noneof thechecks
8. Rubber boots on rudder pedals at aft revealed any problem. I hope this may
end of well OK?
help another Mirage owner.

early-warning sign.

9. Door chafe taps OK? Wanna bet it's Bill B. May
not OK?
10. Hoses, clamps, wires, hang-on parts Dear Heather:

... all tight?

Enclosed is my check for membership
11. Tire scraping wheel well doors? ... dues. I just purchased 9121X and noSome paint-scraping normal, but when ticed it is on the cover of the Summer '92
you start cutting into the door metal ... issue you mailed me.

The list could go on forever, and the
above just touches on some highlights.
Make friends with your bird thru the
nosewell; that's where agreat deal of the
The rewards for looking into the nose problems are born.
well are two-fold; first, you get to know
your airplane ... a priceless, satisfying
asset, and secondly, there are dozens of Dear Editor:
early-warning signals that, with corrective action taken, could save your fanny In the ServiceDifficulty Reports section
of the February 1992 issue of the magaor your hard-earned bread.
zine, my Mirage 600 CR was mentioned
A few items to look a t
as having had a tachometer failure. Subsequent investigation revealed total de1. Did some gorilla on the tow truck struction of theleft magneto. I wanted to
exceed the turn limits and crack your amplify this report by sharing with your
nose trunnion? Replacing a trunnion readers symptoms that occurred earlier.
sure beats a folded nose gear landing. For several months, I had been complaining to my mechanics about less
2. Zerk fittings look dry? There's only performancethan I hadexperiencedeven
two on the entire airplane ...on the nose with my earlier Malibu.
trunnion.
Although takeoff andclimb performance
3. Gear door closure brackets not seemed normal, cruise performance
cracked? Remember the SB a million seemed to be about 10 knots less than
years ago that replaced them with heavier POH and less than the Malibu. Fuel
flow was 2 or 3 gph less than the book
gage? Heavy enough?
ever! though I had manifold pressure and
4. White powder around the engine rpm gauges checked. I further had conmount? Too much exhaust leakage, an siderable difficulty in starting the airWinter 1992 Page 16

I had a very good experience with Clark
Aviation which I would like to share
with you. In my search to find a plane,
Ken Rittenhouse, the owner, told me he
had located a plane. Ken bought it and
when his mechanic Pat Beatty checked
it out he reported so many serious problems I lost interest in it. I thought it was
really outstanding of Pat to give such a
through report of the planes condition
even though it might have cost them a
sale. I have had nothing but good experiences with them and highly recommend them to the other members. They
run afirstrateoperation in Bloomington,
Illinois, and have computerized all the
service bulletins etc. for each individual
plane they work on.
I subsequently purchased 9121X from
Tim Ashenfelter (ASI) in Minneapolis.
I also had good service from ASI. His
staffwentout oftheirway to takecareof
the punch list on the plane. Its a pleasant
surprise to see not only the owner but the
mechanics stay two hours after work to
clear up a problem so that I wasn't
inconvenienced.
Continued on the Next Page
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Check-In - Continued from the Previous Page

SantaFe. This was my fmt meeting and
I was impressed with the entire program
and the individuals involved. I know
thatmuchof thedetail work was done by
you and you are to be commended for a
fine job.

Finally, if you would askSy Weiner if he
could give me some tips for using the
spoilers in the pattern and landing. As
you can see from my application, I have
no time in type and the information in
the owners handbook from the manu- Warren G. Wood
facturer of the spoilers is virtually non
existent.
Dear Sy,
Albert H. Krusemark, Jr.
It was a great pleasure for me to attend
the second annual owners meeting in
Santa Fe. My wife and I enjoyed meetDear Heather,
ing you and the other members of the
Just a note of thanks for a super-well run Association. It was well organized and
Convention and for giving me the op- the program was excellent and everyone
portunity of seeing old friends and meet- involved should be complimented on a
ing quite a few new ones. Most of all, it job well done.
was really a pleasure finally meeting
you. Do not hesitate to call if you need Although I am a recent Malibu owner,
anything from me and, if you are in the and therefore arecent Association member. I would like to become more acVero Beach area, do stop for a visit.
tively involved. As I mentioned to you
at the meeting, I am willing to assist in
John Marianni
any way you see fit. I'm not sure at this
point what kind of a contribution I can
make so will look to you and the other
Dear Heather,
Directors for guidance. I have my plane
I wanted to drop you a note to compli- maintained at Skytech, so I have also
ment you on the fine organization of the informed John Foster of my willingness
recent Owners Association meeting in to help out with future activities.

I bought my Malibu after you and the
coalition had already done all of the
important work leading to the lifting of
the AD, but in recognition of that great
effort, and on the assumption that the
Association can always use additional
funds, the enclosed check is my belated
additional contribution to the ongoing
activities of the Association.
I am looking forward to the next meeting, which I understand will be in Austin. Let me know if I can be of assistance.

Warren G. Wood

Dear Dr. Weiner,
Thought your members would be interested to know about my recent annual on
my 1989 Mirage Serial #23. We just
completed my third annual on this bird
at 380 hours total time and what we have
found is the following:

1) Aileron cables were severely worn at
a point where they pass thru a wing root
fairlead to the outer wing. The cables
had several broken strands and extreme
Continued on Page 18

Call Us For a
Renewal Quote!
If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest price
to get the highest quality coverage. Call Alan Gallaway today.

Toll-Free: (In California) 1-800-338-1661
(Outside California) 1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916-428-5503

Werlhof Aviation Insurance
I

Buy Your Malibu Insurance From Someone Who Knows The Market
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Check-In - Continued from Page 17

wear which constitutes about 30% of
the cable, a situation my APIA says is
very critical. Without twisting the cable
to view it, it would have gone undetected and possibly caused a catastrophe.
2) Exhaust crossover tube was found
pulled apart at the slip joint with no
apparent loose fittings or broken pipes.
The forward baggage bulkhead had been
burned considerably. Surely it also
would eventually have turned into an
interesting problem during one of my
flights. Exhaust system was in compliance with Lycoming Service Bulletin
for crossover and heat shield.
3) The plane has been consuming about
1 quart of oil every 3-4 hours which has
been going on the last 100 hours. We
have replaced piston rings and honed
cylinders -all to no avail. This problem
continues and Lycoming has no explanation as of yet.
Mind you this plane is regularly flown
about 150 hours a year (the f m t year
only 100 hours because of several mechanical problems with mags etc). I live
in sunny Southern California where
weather is not a big factor and the plane
is hangered. It never ceases to amaze
me how a plane that supposedly is so
well designed andcosts so much money
can have so many design defects!
This plane has been down almost twice
as much as the T-210 it replaced and
although it is a dream to fly, it is not a
dream to own.
If any mechanics need to get more information on these problems, feel free
to call my Piper Service Center, Mr.
Kevin Kamrner, and he will most likely
share his experience on Malibu's with
YOU. (7 17)874-5800.
David Williams
Dear Heather:
Just a note to thank you and your team
for putting on such a fine convention in
Santa Fe! The sessions were long,
though very informative, and certainly
worthwhile from the standpoint of
knowledge gained and experiences
shared.
On the way home I realized that one of
my favorite toys for the Malibu is a
hand-held electronic tachometer that

only cost $179. It is extremely accurate
and I use it to set the engine for cruise as
well as climh. I think it should be
mentioned to the membership because
I've had such good luck with it. It's
called a Proptach and is manufactured
by Cardinal Electronics, P.O. Box
70136, Lansing, Michigan 48907.
I saw it advertised some time ago in an
aviation magazine and think it's very
worth while.
William G. Frick
Dear Sy:
In your President's letter in the May,
1992 edition, you invite information on
anoutstandingrepairfacility. There are
some poor ones, many good ones, a few
very good ones, but mighty few outstandingones. I have been lucky enough
to have had my Malibu serviced by an
outstanding facility for four, going on
five years. It is:

B K Aviation of Carefree, Inc.
P. 0. Box 5091
Carefree, Arizona 85377
(602) 488-3397, FAX (602) 488-1588
Brian Kotso is the ownerloperator. The
repair facility is located at SkyRanch at
Carefree approximately 22 miles north
of the PHX VOR on a 4000 foot paved,
lighted runway. A private airport, prior
permission to land is required.
When I moved to SkyRanch five years
ago, Brian approached me and invited
my business. Upon inquiry, I found him
to be highly qualified. However, I told
him that, except in an emergency, no
one worked on my Malibu who had not
been through the factory school at Vero
Beach, Florida.
Next thing I knew, Brian was off to
Florida. I ran into him there while I was
down taking annual refresher training.

And"no", I have no financial interest in
B K Aviation. I just admire excellence.
I might add that having an excellent
shop is just one of the many benefits of
living at SkyRanch at Carefree, a frst
class aviation community.
Richard J. Sensenbrenner
An Open Letter from Piper
Aircraft Corporation to MeMOPA
Recently, Piper Aircraft became aware
of a problem pertaining to the alternate
air door valve plate assembly where the
lower plate appears to be cracking. We
became aware of this problem through
a single Service Difficulty Report from
the F.A.A., and in part, due to an article
in one of your publications. Piper then
embarked on extensive research to determine the extent and cause of the
problem. Although no design defect is
apparent, Piper does see room for improvement.
We are at this moment finalizing and
preparing to release a Service Bulletin
titled "Alternate Air Door Replacement
and Control Linkage Inspection". This
Service Bulletin will eliminate thecause
of the valve plate cracking and will
provide improved valve plate assemblies to prevent the possibility of future
problems.
In our investigation of this problem,
Piper discovered that stress was being
placed on the valve plate due to improper rigging of the control linkage
(most all control linkages need periodic
adjustment). This problem was exacerbated by the requirement in a recent
"AD" to operate with alternate air selected for nearly the entire flight. Although the rigging can be addressed
with thorough maintenance, Piper also
realizes that rigging and adjustment are
subject to change. Therefore, we have
engineered achange to the plate assemblies to make them stronger and more
tolerant to rigging stress.

I am a very particular owner, insisting
on perfection. I am happy to say Brian
has never disappointed me. From 25 The situation mentioned above has also
hour oil changes up thru 50 and 100 made Piper aware that better cornrnunihour inspections to installation of logo cation is necessary to assure that problights, GEM and spoilers, I've found lems like these are identified and rehim thorough, careful, knowledgeable layed quickly to us. For our part, Piper
and responsible. My wife even trusts will be making some changes in our
him with her Supercub.
distribution system to maximize our
business position and to enhance our
In high season in the winter, Brian's customer communication. Piper will be
staff expands to four but he's careful to downsizing the amount of Distributors
see that quality remains just as high as
Continued on Page 23
ever.
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It was going to be an "0-dark-thirty"
departure out of Melbourne, Florida,
estimating NorthEleuthera in the Bahamas just after sun-up. Special arrangements had been made with Eleutheran
custorns/immigration for early moming arrival.
The Malibu had just been pulled out of
the hangar, so the pre-flight was only to
see that both wings, stabilizer, elevators
and rudder were still intact. The aircraft
had been polished and hand rubbed the
evening before and most of the preflight had been performed then.
My lone passenger, Chris Stable, had
arrived early and stood by watching and
smoking a cigarette. I worked for a car
dealership in Melbourne and Chris
Stable was a friend, of a friend, of the
owner of the dealership. His was a tall,
lanky guy, very friendly smile, but fast
talking, with a heavy New York City
accent and choice of words. He had a
positive male handshake, but for some
reason, I just did not feel at ease around
him.
On the previous trip that1 had taken him
down and back, I wondered what he
carried, so carefully, in the small burgundy colored canvas travel bag, the
kind that Flying magazine gives you for
subscribing. 1 had very negative pictures in my mind when we were waiting
to clear with U.S.Customs on the first
trip and those pictures were not improving on this trip. I had moved to Florida
about five years prior, walked into a
flying job with a car dealership and had
been there since. In that time, I had met
several pilots that had been in some
tight legal spots from hauling people
they did not know andlor what they
carried. I had promised myself to stay
alert for anything that looked questionable or out of place.

Only the sandgrinding under my feeton
the black-top, as I walked around the
plane, broke the silence. The quiet was
apprehensible, almost forbidding.
Almost whispering, to match the silence, I told Chris we were ready to
depart, kill the smoke, restroom if necessary; if not, climb aboard. Killing the
smoke, declining the resaoom, Chris
asked to ride right front. "Fine, help
yourself." He climbed in, carefully put
the Flying bag on the middle seat, then
with maximumeffortand minimumcontortions, he somehow got his long legs
under the yoke and slid into the right
seat of the Malibu.

Blue to violet. Chris coughed softly,
cigarettes. Violetto a blue-orange. Blueorange to pinkish-orange. Pinkish-orange to red-orange. Below the horizon,
as if rising from the water, were huge,
tall cumulus buildups, miles away, but
huge. The sun, still bellow the horizon
behind the towering build-ups, caused
rays of light and darkness, just like the
Japanese "rising sun" insignia and so
asymmetrical,they lookedpaintedthere.
The cumulus cells were dark-gray with
vivid pink edges, reflecting the rays
from the unseen sun. The sun ascended
behind the cumulus in a blinding orange
light.

"How can anyone see this and not beThe tower was closed at that time of lieve in God?" A non-rhetorical statemorning, so we taxied to 9R, did the ment from Chris.
run-up, contacted "radio" and departed
with a normal, non-exciting departure. I flew on, not looking at the sun's brightWe routinely were routed by Patrick ness and not looking at Chris, hoping he
AFB through the departure, contacted did not see the shame on my face for
Miami center and climbed to sixteen judging him so wrong. Still, the Flying
thousand to over-fly "Fat Albert" on bag?
Grand Bahama Island and were cleared
direct Barts via BRIL, direct MYEH. "Hey Chris, what do you carry, so carefully, in the Flying bag?"
Just a walk in the park.
Chris dozed, in the right front. I tried
not to doze, in the left front.
The Weather Channel radar had shown
no weather on our route. The Malibu
radar, good to a max of about forty
nautical, showed nothing. The
Stormscope had a few dots outside two
hundred nautical at about ten to eleven
o'clock. Time for a cup of coffee.
Instrument lights, turned to the lowest
setting. The air was smooth, no sensation of movement, very pacifying.
Outside my window to the east, not
light, but a lack of darkness. Not daybreak, but the end of night.

Overheads and instrument lighting, full
It was not daylight yet, but the air was off. I was thankful, that I cleaned the
not moisture laden. In Florida, so many windows so well the evening before. I
evenings I would clean the plane and just felt that something spectacular was
pull it out in the morning and watch the about to happen. I knew that I had the
dew form and immediately hide my best seat in the world for a happening
hours of rubbing. That morning was watched since man has been on this
strange, no moisture and very quiet. earth. Sunrise.
The air was not transmitting sound, as if
it werefoggy, but it wasn't. The airport Darkness fades. A soft light, no color,
and theFBO were enveloped in silence. just soft light. The glow shades to blue.
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He said not a word, stretched out, to be
what looked like the length of the cabin
and got the Flying bag and gently set it
on the floor between our seats. Ever so
slowly, unzipped the bag and pointed
in. Looked to me like some kind of
white long hair, fuzzy dust mop head. I
shrugged. Chris verycarefully reached
in and gently lifted out a little white,
long-hair, Maltese dog.
He told me, that it belonged to his girlfriend, who he was going to visit. The
customs people in Eleuthera would not
let her bring it in and they always gave
her a hassle because, they knew, she
was a single lady. They never checked
him, he was so tall and he talked so fast,
they just waved him through. He said
the dog slept in a little tube type thing at
home and really felt secure in the bag
and seldom made a sound.
Soloing back to Melbourne, I reflected
on how flying had broadened my total
outlook and understanding on life. I
was told onetime by one of my instructors, "You never really know someone
until you fly with them."
M4fOPA
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Friday, August 28th, I flew from New
Jersey to Maine intending to land at
Sanford, to collect my daughter and my
two granddaughters and return them to
Atlanta, Georgia, all in the Malibu Mirage. The report I prepared for the FAA
(see sidebar) details the course and termination of that flight.
Several conclusions are permanently
embedded in my brain as a result of the
August 28th events:
The Piper Aircraft Company makes a
helluva airplane. That Malibu took a
tremendous hit, yet managed to get me
safely to Portland.
The air traffic controllers, notwithstanding the jibes frequently directed
towards them in aviation publications,
did a superbjob helping me navigate the
25 or 30 difficult miles from Sanford to
Portland, all in IMC.
All pilots, I'm sure, wonder how they
will respond in a genuine emergency. I
managed to maintain my cool to a remarkable degree and did not in the least
panic. Needless to say, I don't recommend this experience as a standardprocedure for pilots to determine whether
or not they will respond properly in an
emergency.
Overreaching all of this is my firm and
utter convection that the Lord God was
in that cockpit with me from the moment I hit the trees until I landed safely
at Portland. It must be that He has
something more in mind for me on this
earth before I finally cash in my chips.
Perhaps it's to become a flaming advocate for aviation safety.
Here are a few other random thoughts.
About a year ago I took multi-engine
training and received my multi-engine
rating. When the right wing struck the
tree, the plane immediately behaved
aerodynamically like a multi-engine
aircraft with one engine out. I immediately and instinctively reverted back to
the multi-engine training and flew the
plane in what must have been classic
engine-out fashion.
A curious thing about my behavior and
my decisions when I reached Decision

Height following the second
ILS approach:
My previous training would
not allow me to descend below Decision Height even
though I felt in the seat of my
pants that dropping down another 50 feet would bring me
below the base of the fog or
clouds. I simply could not
bring myself to do that. However, then I made a very stupid decision.
Finally,I'mutterly convinced
that had anyone else been in
that aircraft with me, be it my
wife or children or a perfect
stranger, I would never have
done what I did. I still scratch
my head wondering why I
made that crazy decision
when I was alone in the aircraft. I suppose it all goes
back to theUitcan't happen to
me" syndrome and of course
I've learned that it can happen to me.
As for the aftermath of the
accident. My childhood upbringing andmy own personal
values led me instinctively,
without any internal debate,
to be utterly open and honest
with the FAA. I wanted no
part of playing the legal game
with them. The FAA's response to date has been all I
could expect. They have not
behaved as a group of a petty
bureaucrats. Their behavior
towards me so far has been
characterized by compassion
and understanding. I'm sure
I'll receive some suspension
of my license and I probably
richly deserve it.
My fond hope is that my rehabilitation and that of the
MalibuIMirage will be completed and well behind me by
the time next year's convention rolls around and that I
may,one yearbelatedly, have
the pleasure of meeting you
and the other officers and
members of the M*MOPA.
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'... Iproceededtomy home field, SomersetAirport
in New Jersey (N52) performed the pre-flight and
ground runup and taxied the plane to the operahons building where I shut down.
lcontacted Newark Tracon b phone, obtainedmy
dearance and void time (8:& DST).
I returned to the airplane, re-started, performed
final ground checks, taxied to runway 30 and took
off at approximately 8:35 am.
Icontacted Newarkapproachatapprox1,000'agl,
was radar-identified, and vectored to my first
waypoint. From that point the flight proceeded
normally and as planned.
Manchester Approach vectored me for the ILS
runway 7 approach at Sanford and, in due time,
cleared me for that approach. I proceeded down
the glideslope to decision height, saw no indications of the runway, applied power and contacted
Manchesterapproach,informing them of amissed
approach. I requested another try.
Manchesteragainvectored and clearedme forthe
ILSrunway 7approachandthis time Ireconfigured
the power settings to produce a non-precision
lideslope speed. which for the Malibu is 120 kts.
y lntent was to teach decision hei ht at a lower
airspeed to allow more time for langmark identification.

h.

Again, upon arrivin at decision height. 1 saw no
runway. I continue3at DH fora few moments and
then spotted the runway end directly below the
airplane. I then made 2 decisions:
1. 1 had insufficient remaining runway length to
descend and land.
2. 1wouldcircleat decision height and re-intercept
the glideslope.
During this ill-conceivedmaneuver Iencountered
one or more pine trees.

Iswitched to departure frequency and declared an
emer ency to the Manchester controller. When
aske% my intentions, I replied I wanted to be
directed to the nearest airport where a landing
would be assured. He vectored me towards
Portland, (PWM) and handed me off to Portland
approach.
The encounterwiththe trees producedsubstantial
visible damage to the outboard portion of the right
wing, causing a control condition similar to an
engine out in a multi-engine airplane.
The Portland controller gently and calmly nursed
me to the ILS runway 11 localizerand I completed
the approach and landing.
Upon touchdown, the aircraft veered to the right.
Iovercorrected and the plane swerved left into the
median between runway 11 and taxiway Alpha. I
was advisedto remain in that location, which Idid.
Shortly thereafter, the emergency equipment arrived, I shut down and exited the airplane."
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PA-46-310P
Plate Broken
Alternator air door assembly
cracked and broke causing damage
to both turbocharger impeller
blades. Both turbochargers. PIN
646677, had to be replaced.

in flight. Pulled emergency gear
handle and extended gear. Duplicatedproblemonjacks, foundlanding geardown 'fluidin' checkvalve
'stuck' closed in lower valve manifold of hydraulic pump assemble.
This would not allow fluid to down
side of hydraulic system. Replaced
check valve with new valve. System operated normally.

PA-46-350P
Bolt Missing
PA-46-310P
Servo Incorrect Part

Lower right exhaust bolt missing
allowing exhaust slip joint to come
apart. This caused exhaust gases to
escape inside the cowling resulting
in damage to various engine components. This bolt uses a plain lock
washer under the head. Submitter
suggestedchanging to adrilled head
bolt and safety wiring on this bolt.

While performing BendixKing installation Bulletin NR 312, it was
discovered that the pitch servo was
the wrong part number for this installation. The part installed was PI
N 065-0030-02 and should have
been PIN 065-00300-03.

PA-46-350P
Bushing Worn

PA-46-3 10P
Spring Broken

Inspection found inner bushing
seized inside outer bushing, causing outer bushing to spin in trunnion. The affected area has had no
apparent lubrication even though
there are grease fittings.

Spring is attached to microswitch
S-101, design of this L-shaped
spring caused a failure of the metal
at the 90 degree radius bend. The
broken piece of the spring was located within the servo housing.

PA-46-310P
Check Valve Failed to close

PA-46-3 10P
Exhaust Seam Weld Holes

After replacing down and up 'fluid During 100 hour inspection, holes
in' check valves due to previous wereobsexvedon both sidesof seam
down check valve failure, landing weld. Material loss from heat.
gear retracted once, extended once. Further failure of exhaust compoLanding gear would not retract on nent was imminent. Weld repair
next attempt (aircraft still on jacks). and check at next inspection.
Found new 'up fluid' in checkvalve
stuck closed in hydraulic pump
PA-46-350P
lower manifold assembly. This is
Pipe Chafed
the second stuck valve of this type
on this aircraft. Valve was new and
Left exhaust crossover tube was
failed on second cycle.
found to have hole 0.5 inch long.
Hole was caused by heat shield, PI
N40521019,cominglooseandchafPA-46-310P
ing pipe. Both clamps, PIN LWCheck Valve Failed to Close
15592-8E24, had come loose and
Pilot could not extend landing gear rightclamp was missing adjustment
screw.
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PA-46-310P
Wire Bundle Chafing

The wire bundle was found sand-

wiched between the Motor - MlOl
and solenoid. The insulationchafed
by the sandwiching action each time
the motor moves during normal
engagement of the solenoid.
PA-46-35OP
Plate Broken
Inspection found air box alternate
air opening, closure plate broken
into 3 pieces, one of which migrated through left turbocharger air
supply hose and restricted air flow
supply to turbo resulting in approximately 8 to 10inches manifoldpressure loss above 13,000 feet. Operating linkage and hardware for alternate air flap assembly found loose
allowing flap to movdvibrate contributing to plate failure.
PA-46-350P
Seal Leaking
After landing, control tower notified pilot that smoke was coming
out right side of engine. Found oil
in right exhaust pipe, none in cowling. Right turbocharger shaft seal
found leaking oil into turbine area
causing smoke out the exhaust.
Aircraft had lost half its engine oil
and was only showing 6 quarts left.
Turbocharger sent out for overhaul
and seal replacement. Reinstalled.
Ground run normal.
PA-46-310
Exhaust Assembly
While performing other maintenance, it was noted that there was a
bulgeon theexhaust assembly (PIN
646463-18 1). Further inspection
revealed the exhaust was cracked
and showed evidence that it had
been cracked for some time. ComContinued on Page 22
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SDRs - Continued from Page 21

fuel-injection lines be inspected for:

plete failure was imminent and could
haveresultedinexhaust damage tomany
engine components, hoses, etc. The
submitter stated that this condition has
been noticed with increasing frequency
as these aircraft accumulate time.

1. proper clamping (seeLycoming Service Bulletin No. 342); and 2. cracks
(particularly in the areaof brazedjoints).

-

Fuel lines which are operating without
clamps or have evidence of cracks
should be replaced.

Part total time 2034 hours.
Magnetos
PA-46-35OP
Alternate Air Door
During an annual inspection, the aircraft was found to have foreign-object
damage (FOD) to the turbocharger.
Further investigation revealed that the
lower valve halfplateof the alternate air
door had cracked and come apart. This,
in turn, allowed the lower valve half
plate to be ingested by the turbocharger.
Also a large piece of the alternate air
door punctured the left flex duct.
Part total time - 53 1 hours.
All Lycoming Fuel Injected Engines

The following article was received from
the New York Aircraft Certification
Office, ANE-170, and is stated as follows:
We have received a National Transportation Safety Board recommendation,
A-92-10, which affects all Lycoming
fuel injectedreciprocatingengines. We
are preparing an AD to inspect the injector fuel lines and replace any line
which is damagedor has been operating
without being clamped.
Service Difficulty Report data for the
periodof January 1,1986 to March 24,
1992 show nine fuel injection line failures on Lycoming engines. For the
period of January 1, 1986 to April 10,
1992, the accidenthcident report data
showed five accidentlincidents involving Lycoming engines.
In addition to the above article, another
similar report involving the same type
of fuel-injection lines was recently received stating the following:
There have been several failures of the
fuel-injection lines thatrun between the
fuel manifold and the nozzles. Investigation of some of these failures has
shown that the failed fuel lines were
being operated without the appropriate
supporting clamps.
Therefore, it is recommended that these

Since 1985, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) has cited
magnetos as a cause or factor in 92
accidents involving 22 fatalities and 21
serious injuries.

per minute (RPM),
andmagnetos. However, this only determines that engine
RPM using both magnetos does not
dropexcessively. The magnetos arenot
removed and inspected unless a problem is evident. As a result, there is no
assurance of the integrity of the components of the magnetos or that the magnetos are capable of continued safe,
reliable operation.
Teledyne Continental Motors (TCM)
acquired the Bendix ignition system
product line and recommends that all of
the magnetos in their product line be
disassembled and given a detailed inspection at 500-hour intervals. TCM's
Service Bulletin No. 632 (as revised),
"Maintenance Intervals for all TCM
and Bendix Aircraft Magnetos" issued
in November 1989, further emphasizes
several important inspection/overhaul
intervals.

The FAA believes that periodic inspection, overhaul, and replacement of critical components are tmportant fun&mental facets of magneto remedial mainan examination of
tenance.
accident reports and Service Difficulty Magnetos are electro-mechanical deReports make it clear that the current vices which use rotating parts and are
level of magneto inspection, mainte- subject to the same service treatment,
nance, and service is much too infre- environmental conditions, and wear as
quent. For example, in 1990, an aircraft the engine. Also at engine overhaul,
sustained a loss of engine power while harnesses should be replaced, and igniin flight due to faulty ignition and tion switches and starting vibrators
crashed. An investigation of the mag- should be internally inspected and funcnetos revealed that the same magnetos tionally tested for airworthiness.
were installed on this aircraft for 27
years. Areview of maintenance records Severe environmental operating condidisclosed that the magnetos had been tions can affect operating engines as:
overhauled 21 years ago, but had not engine overspeeds, sudden stoppage,
been thoroughly inspected since that immersion, and other circumstances
time.
may require complete or partial engine
overhaul prior to the overhaul time recAlthough annual inspections or 100- ommended by theengine manufacturer.
hour inspections of theaircraft hadbeen
performed by several different inspec- The magneto is an integral part of the
tionhepair facilities, an AD which engine and is subjected to the same
should have been complied with in 1981 degenerating forces as the engine under
(at the time the aircraft reached 2,000 the abnormal conditions previously
flight hours) was never accomplished. listed. In such circumstances, the magWhen the magnetos from the previ- neto (regardless of "in service" time)
ously mentioned aircraft were mounted should be overhauled with particular
on a test stand, both units began to attention focused on all rotating parts,
malfunction after 15 to 20 minutes of bearings, and electrical components.
operation. The obsolete coils in these
units were cracked and leaking. Test There are unknown numbers of airpersonnel indicated that the in-flight planes which, because they have been
performance of the magnetos would storedorotherwise utilized infrequently,
have been worse than experienced on may not have accumulated sufficient
the test stand because of the increased total flight time to require that obsolete
magneto ignition coils andlor rotating
operating temperatures.
magnets be replaced with more reliable
When performing annual inspections parts in accordance with AD 73-07-04,
and 100-hour inspections on recipro- or other service information. Ignition
cating engine powered aircraft, mainte- coils are adversely affected by the envinance personnel are required to run the ronment over relatively long periods of
engine(s) to determine satisfactory per- time. They should be replaced and
formance in accordance with the manu- subsequently inspected at conservative
facturers' recommendations regarding intervals of calendar and flight time.
power output, static idle, revolutions
M-MOPA

m ow eve<
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Check-In Continued from Page 18

we have and we will be returning to the
use of a Distribution Service Administrator (DSA).
The DSA will be a qualified individual
intimately familiar with the Piper product and will be Piper's direct contact
between the customer and the factory.
Because the DSA is in the field and
familiar not only with the Piper product
but with the specific requirements in the
region, he will be able to provide quick
and accurate responses to most questions that arise.
Should more complex problems occur,
the DSA will be in place to communicate quickly with the factory. In turn,
the DSA will be able to provide Piper
with timely information on productconditions to better help us identify and
react to service problems as they may
come up.
The establishment of our new distribution system will in no way effect your
ability tocommunicate with us directly.
It will just provide an additional source
of Piper support. Piper encourages all

A

Malibu and Mirage owners and operators to talk to us. Piper not only wishes
to sell and support our product but we
desire to share the knowledge which an
individual or a group such as MJMOPA
may acquire.

One requirement to earn your WINGS
is your attendance in an FAA sanctioned Aviation Safety Seminar. The
Santa Fe convention has received that
sanction.
To accomplish Phase I of the program,
you need only verify your attendance at
the Santa Fe convention and log three
hours of dual instruction as detailed in
Advisory Circular #61-91E within the
next 12 months.

Susie Luther Stringfellow
Director, Customer Services
Santa Fe Convention Program
Receives Official Sanction as
"Aviation Safety Seminar".
Mr. Robert Wright, one of our guest
speakers at the Santa Fe Convention, is
the AssistantManagerof theFlight Standards Service Division of the FAA. As
such, Mr. Wright has officially sanctioned the 1992MIMOPA convention's
technical seminars as an "Aviation
Safety Seminar" under the FAA's
WINGS program.
WINGS is the FAA Pilot Proficiency
Award Program designed to encourage
general aviation pilots to continue their
training. WINGS is an excellent opportunity for you to re-evaluate your flight
proficiency and knowledge.

Contact MIMOPA Headquarters to receive the form that officially sanctions
the program and verification that you
did attend.
Statistics show that pilots who participate in recurrent training programs, such
as WINGS, have a much better safety
record than pilots who don't. Earning
your WINGS could have a positive impact on your aviation insurance costs.
This is another benefit to members of
M-MOPA! Work for your WINGS!
They're worth a lot more than the
time it takes to get them!
Heather Blanchard

MMOPA

I

General Aviation's

Warning, Alert, MOAs, Vr
and More Info!

Now every plane
has room for LapMapB
with tl1e new handheld computers!
$495 for software only - Complete systems
incldding the HP 95LX start at $1270.
We sell HP 95LX and Poqet.
Vo need to upgrade the LORAN to a more
comprehensive database, LapMap has
F tall'

For a complete information
kit, and the dealers near YOU
call now! (7 days - 24 hours)

Ma<terCardlVISAlAMEX
O v e r n ~ g h tFEDEX
l

1-800-533-1012

a

P ~ ~ Ck O
Systems,
C
Inc. Civil Air Terminal, Suite 325, Hanscom Field, Bedford, MA 01730
Tel. (617)274-8218 FAX (617) 274-8130
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Companion activities we offered this
year? We hope that it is both.
The companions had the opportunity to
join an arts andcultural tour of SantaFe.
This included visits to the artists' studios and homes, a background on the
variety of art that Santa Fe is famous
for, and a bit about the cultural history
of this fabulous part of the world.
From all reports, those attending thoroughly enjoyed the tours. Our guests
also enjoyed a tour of cave dwellings.
With lunch under the trees at the park
and a most able guide, these adventurers had a lovely Sunday morning. Many
thanks to Mary Lou Weiner for coordinating these fun tours. It wouldn't have
been nearly as much fun without you,
Mary Lou!
Also, MIMOPA provided a non-pilot
copilot lecture by Mary Bryant of Attitudes International, Inc. for those companions who sit in the right seat. From
all the great feed back, this program will
be expanded and re-vamped. We will
try to provide a Malibu specific "pinchhitter" course in the future. And thanks
to all thecompanions for telling us more
about what you'd like to see in this
program.
And there you have it - the Santa Fe
convention in a nutshell (very small
nutshell). It was a terrific event for all
who attended and we thank you all for
your great suggestions for next year's
program. We do appreciate your input
and be assured that those suggestions
have been passed on to Dick Perschau,
next year's convention chairman. Please
don't be shy about offering your assistance in the convention planning. The
annual meeting is important to members and companions alike - let us hear
from you!

time, andover2,000 hours intheMalibu.
His ratings include a glider rating as
well as his multiengine.
Warren &Penny Wood
N856M
Newtown, PA
Warren also has his multi rating and
owns a Malibu with the spoilers installed. He's Chairman and CEO of
Cabot Medical Corp. Warren, through
his generous contribution, has become
a member of the Founders Fund! We
truly appreciate this, Warren.
James & Penny Draeger
N9131Z
Georgetown, TX
James is aFordLincoln Mercury dealer,
DraegerMotor Co. He's a Malibuowner
who joined us in Santa Fe. His lovely
copilot Penny has graciously offered to
help with the companion activities at
next year's meeting in Austin. Thanks,
Penny, and you'll be hearing from us.
Erik & Elaine Lunde
Essex, CT
Erik is with Professional Instrument
Courses, the flight training outfit in
Connecticut. We first met Erik at the
Sarasota convention. He has over 4000
hours and is an ATP and CFII. He has
graciously volunteeredfor theNewsletter, Safety and Insurance committees.
We'll put you to work, Erik! Thanks.
Richard Ames
N9184F
Framingham, MA
Richard is a manufacturing consultant
with Aerotech, Ltd. He owns an '84
Malibu.
Paul & Gloria Neuda
Valdosta, GA

Bill joined the association along with
his convention registration. We're
pleased he was able to come. He owns
a 1988 Malibu. He has logged over
5000 hours total time and holds a seaplane rating, as well. Bill is a physician.
David & Patricia Stauffacher
N711XL
Madison, WX
David is the owner of Exel Inns of
America. He also joined with his convention registration. He owns a 1987
model.
Melvin Rushton &
Thomas Polgreen
N4323D
Dallas, TX
Melvin is a data processing consultant
and Thomas is a physicist. They operate a 1984 Malibu.
Bernard & Marcia Freeman
N9090J
Lunenburg, MA
Bernard is corporate president of SteelFab, Inc. He joined the association to
attend the convention. I hope you had a
chance to meet him in Santa Fe. He
owns a 1986Malibu, and has over4000
hours total time.
Allen & Gwen Williams
C-GWLH
Edmonton, Alberta
Another Canadian! Allen is professional engineer and says that his engineering is related to airports. We'd like
to know more about that. He has over
8000 hours total time and is ATP rated.
George & Pat Harrington
N89HS
Daytona Beach, FL

Paul is the publisher of our magazine
and is former USAF flight instructor.
Hopefully, you were able to catch his
excellent presentation on flight level
flying at the convention.

This new memberlives near Sy Weiner,
I expect. George is owner of an industrial laundry company and owns a 1989
model. He also joined MIMOPA to
come to the convention. I know he's
glad he did.

I'd like to introduce you to our new
members. These owners have joined
MIMOPA since our last magazine was
published.

James & Mary Ann Mulkin
N754MA
Newport, VT

Mona Rathmel
Wichita, KS

Jeff Brausch
N4385K
Medina, OH

James owns a 1986 Malibu and is an
auto dealer in Vermont. Welcome!

Jeff is an investment banker who has
accumulated over 15,000 hours total

Bill & Cherry McReynolds
N9146R
Quincy, I L

Mona is an account executive with Professional Insurance Management, specializing in aviation insurance. I hope
you all had a chance to visit with her in
Santa Fe.

And thanks for attending. We hope you
enjoyed coming as much as we enjoyed
producing it for you. See you in Austin!
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Scott & Melody Hayden
N221TB
Cheyenne, WY .
Scott comes to us by way Bill Prymak's
recommendation. Thanks, Bill! Scott
and his partner, Daniel Hommel are
both physicians. Their Malibu has the
Power-Pac Spoilers. Welcome!
Don & Shirley Kanta
N500GF
So. Chicago Heights, I L
Don took delivery of his new Malibu in
Santa Fe! Aviation Sales, Inc. in Denver brought Don his beautiful new bird
and handed over the keys on the ramp
amongst the 75 aircraft parked there.
What a terrific way to start the Malibu
adventure!
Nick Zwick
N888HL
Denville, NJ
Nick joined the association to attend the
convention. I hope he and his guest,
Pete Foster, enjoyed the meeting. And
yes, Nick, I got the message about the
"dress code!" Nick is an executive with
Dialogic Corp. He's flying a 1985
Malibu with the spoilers installed.
Douglas Leet
N4372B
Raleigh, NC

tion. He is a pharmacist and owns the
1984 Malibu. His is the aircraft Piper
used to service test the PA46! Even
more fun, Chad's aircraft was filmed in
the movie "Two Fathers for Justice,"
starring Robert Conrad, former Malibu
owner himself. Bob Scott did the flying. N43 100 is a movie star!
Michael Clark
San Mateo, CA
Michael also joined to attend Santa Fe.
While not currently an owner, he is a
very wise man to join and attend the
convention to learn more about the aircraft. I know he and his guest, Wendell
Byram, found our program informative, and hopefully, fun.
Rudolf & Armine Mortimer
N4372E
Urbana, IL
Rudolf owns a 1984 Malibu and has a
chunkof flight time in a batch of different aircraft. He is an engineering psychologist and a professor at the University of Illinois. Rudolf has also generously volunteered to serveon the Safety
committee. Thanks so much!
Ted & Lina Blohm
N31BX
Elko, NV
Ted is ajeweler and flies a 1986 model.
He is anew owner, having bought member Neal DuCharme's Malibu. Maybe
Ted would consider designing some
MalibdMirage pins for us?

Douglas, and his copilot, James
Yankaskas, operate a 1984Malibu with
the nosecone reinforced. They both
wrote an article for AOPA Pilot magazine about instrument approaches with
partialkomplete power failure. All the
research was done intheMalibu. Sounds
interesting. Welcome, Doug!

John owns a Mirage. He is with J & G
Distributing and is in the automobile
business. Welcome, John!

Jack & Lana Muse
N4389W
Clovis, NM

Bob & Barbara DeLong
N70DL
Capistrano Beach, CA

Jack & Lana joined to attend the meeting in SantaFe. Jack is in the liquid feed
sales business and owns a 1985Malibu.
We hope you had achance to meet these
new members, especially the lovely
Lana. Thanks, Lana for the great feedback on the Copilot lecture.

Bob is the junior to our member, Bob,
Sr. Both attended the convention and
Bob, Jr. joined independently. We
appreciate that kind of support. Bob is
a custom boat builder, and with that, he
probably could gives us all a good lesson about aerodynamics, weight & balance and CG. Welcome, Bob.

Chad & Jill Stettler
N43100
Ft. Wayne, I N

John Mears
N321FS
Akron, OH

James Crook
NlOOJW
Yazoo City, MS

Chad also joined to attend the convenWinter 1992 Page 25

James is chairman of Melamine Chernicals, Inc. Welcome to James and his
copilot Bruce.
Dan & Sandra Jay
San Jose, CA
Dan is with Lafferty Aircraft Sales in
San Jose, CA. Dan attended the convention with the newest, most recent
hot-off-the-line PA46 in the world. By
coincidence, Dan's newest aircraft was
parkedright across therarnpfromLarry
Grant's Malibu #l! Coincidence is better than foresight sometimes.
Paul & Peggy Thionville
N46PT
New brleans, LA
Paul joined just prior to the convention
but was unable to attend. He is a businessman with Thionville Laboratories.
His is a 1990 Mirage. I'd like to invite
Paul's participation in hosting an annual
meeting in one of the greatest cities in
the US. Someday soon, I hope.
Albert Krusemark
N9121X
Frankfort, IL
Albert owns a 1987 Malibu with yet
another Spoilers mod. He is in real
estate development and banking. We're
glad to have you, Albert!
I know you all join me in welcoming
these new members to the fold. Their
names are in the new Member Directory you have received. Give them a
call and say HI! You never know what
you all may have in common besides
owning the PA46.
And remember, if you run across a
MalibdMirage owner somewhere who
is not a member, encourage him to become one. I'd be more than happy to
send along a copy of the magazine and
anapplication tojoin. Remember, there
is power in numbers, and more good
friends, too. If you have any great ideas
about how to boost our membership, or
would like to volunteer toward that end,
please don't hesitate to call me.
In the mean time, FLY SAFE!
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Service Clinic - Continued from Page 11

freeplay and cracked or damaged nose
gear trunions. In short, it will suffice to
say that there is a lot of room for improvement in this area.

be alignedproperly. Usually, this indicates a possible internal timing problem. We would like to stress the importance of regular mag maintenance to
insure proper operation.

Wings

Fuel System

The classified advertising section includes used aircraft, services and used
equipment. Three column format (column width 2 3116").

We discovered 18 items in the wing
section. Aileron cable wear was the
most prevalent with several small fuel
leaks noted.

Regular line classified (42 typewritten
characters per line - including spaces).

Empennage

We note 21 squawks in the fuel system.
Most of the problems related to hoses
that are past due for the 3 year change.
Hose replacement schedules are very
important to insure the fuel system integrity. We did find one large fuel leak
that we repaired on the ramp.

Classified Rates

Per insertion

$35.00

Publisher reserves the ri ht to refuse or
withdraw advertising. 8ayment must
accompany order.

Display Rates
Back Cover
Inside Covers
Full Page
1/2 Page
Please call for cover requirements.
Send all advertising to the Publisher:
The Jemar Company
2904H North Patterson Street
Valdosta, Georgia 31602

GOT 40K TO SPARE? Like to fly
around the world in your Malibu with
Frank Haile's next group in June '93?
FAX 214-357-9321.

The empennage area turned up 21
squawks. Slight corrosion on the stabilizer attached brackets was the largest
problem. We did note several servo1
capstans that showed signs of contamination. Also, one aircraft had not complied with SL 1009.

-

Fuselage Cabin
We noted 34 items in this area. Most of
the items related to seat recline actuators, sunvisors, misc. lighting and door
seal tears. We did discover several
aircraft with hydraulic powerpacs leaking slightly. Overall, most interiors
were extremely neat and orderly with
no real problem areas.

During the service clinic, we noted 63
separate baffle squawks. Cracked
baffles accountedfor over 50% of them,
with deformed or deteriorated baffle
seals making up the difference. Properly maintained baffles and seals are a
crucial link in maintaining the proper
cooling to the engine.
Cowling

Do people read the ads in
Malibu Magazine?

Although we foundone severely cracked
cowling (Capital repaired prior to leaving Santa Fe) the 13 squawks we noted
were minor in nature.
Engine Mount

You saw this one didn't you?

Several aircraft we inspected did not
have SL#1001 complied with. Most of
the 7 squawks we noted related to corrosion on the mount assembly.

Our readers also

Ignition System
During our inspections, we did note 14
items related to the ignition system.
Most of the items related to mag fdters
not being safetied. However, we did
note several mags that did not appear to
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Oil System
Again this year, small oil leaks proved
to be the majority of the problems noted.
Also, we found some of the oil lines are
past their life limits and should be replaced. Wenoted27 oil systemsquawks.
Air Conditioning
Other than belt adjustment, we found
only 2 aircraft with idler pulley problems.
Service Letters and Bulletins
During the clinic, we attempted to review the index of applicable Service
Bulletins and Service Letters on each
aircraft. We are very pleased to report
that in most cases aircraft were up to
date. This is a vast improvement over
last year!
In trying to compare last year's results
with this year's, we see a greater emphasis being placed on manufacturers'
bulletins and letters. However, as the
fleet ages, it is crucial that the owners
and maintenance shops pay particular
attention to the everyday wear items to
ensure the reliable performance of their
aircraft. Although it is very time consuming, maintenance personnel should
beconstantly reviewing the service difficulty reports (SDR'S) and any other
information available to remain as proficient as possible.
M-MOPA

September 30 - October 4,1993
3rd Annual Convention -To be held at the
Stouffer Hotel in the Arboretum, Austin,
Texas. Hosted by Dr. Richard Pershau.

Proficiency Training
0

.

In~t~al...
Recurrent...

Approved by Major Insurance Companies
PIC is known as the expert in instrument

training. We've trained thousands of instrument
pilots by sending a highly experienced instructor.
equipped with an IFR trainer, to our student's
location. The Malibu/Mirage program uses this
same concept- convenient for you and
providing a seasoned. knowledgeable, skillful
Malibu instructor. The syllabus covers the
systems and operating characteristics you need
to know to fly your Malibu safely and efficiently.
You will receive instruction in high altitude
operations. cabin pressurization safety, operation
of the auto-pilot system, and much more.. .
as well as a complete IFR procedures review.
Through this exciting program you will gain
insight into the capabilities of your Malibu. You
will be a safer and more competent Malibu pilot.
For complete information. or to reserve your
spot on the schedule. call us today toll-free800-435-9437(that's 800-1FLY-IFR)

Professional Instrument Courses, Inc.

MALIBUMRAGE
REFRESHER TRAINING
AT LOCATIONS NEAR YOU!

ing intensive weekend refresher train
ing at locations near you. The program and locations
aredesigned to minimizeyourtimeawayfrom business
while maximizing your training time. The sessions
focus on emergencies, use of the autopilot/flight director, high altitude and other flying tips, as well as
systems and weather. Approximately two and one half
days of intensive ground school including up to five
hours of flying will enhance your familiarity with your
aircraft and sharpen your flying skills. BFR's and ICC's
can be completed, if desired.
Complete quality refresher training with the
Piper approved trainers that know your aircraft
best. ATTITUDES.
AlllTUDES is owned and operated by Bob Scott
and Mary Bryant. Bob Scott has been with Piper Aircraft
since 1971 and has managed the Piper Training Center
since 1980. He has worked with the Malibu program
since its inception. Mary Bryant was formerly an instructor in the Piper Training Center, factory demo

pilot, and regional sales director for Piper Aircraft.
ATTITUDES' training programs are approved h~
the leading insurance underwriters.

CALL MARY BRYANT

(813)821-6835
307 Brightwaters Blvd.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
1992193 TRAINING SCHEDULE
Santa Maria, CA
October 23-25
Dallas, TX
November 13-15
Minneapolis, MN
December 11-13
Kansas City, KS
January 15-17
Hartford, CT
February 5-7
Van Nuys, CA
February 19-21
Salt Lake City, UT
April 2-4
Or by special arrangement

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION'S .
EXCLUSIVELY APPROVED MALIBU MOBILE TRAINING SCHOOL

